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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.019).
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TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.022).
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TREC 5: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.028).
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TREC 9: Combining the top i systems in order.
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.029).
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Vogt: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.025).
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TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.031).
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TREC 5: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.035).
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TREC 9: Combining the top i systems in order.
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.054).
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Vogt: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.019).
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TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.022).
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TREC 5: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.029).
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TREC 9: Combining the top i systems in order.
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.029).
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Vogt: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.008).
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.003).
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.018).
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.007).
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.003).
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.043).
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.012).
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.009).
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.023).
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.008).
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.019).
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TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.022).
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.025).
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.025).
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Vogt: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.018).
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.022).
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.028).
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.029).
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.018).
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.018).
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.028).
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.028).
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.019).
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TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.018).
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TREC 5: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.023).
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TREC 9: Combining the top i systems in order.
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.028).
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Vogt: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 3: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.019).
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TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 5: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.019).
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TREC 5: Combining the top i systems in order.
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TREC 9: combining 200 random sets of systems (max err:0.029).
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TREC 9: Combining the top i systems in order.
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Vogt: combining 1-200 random sets of systems (max err:0.028).
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Vogt: Combining the top i systems in order.
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